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the ARTICLE (for teachers)          

 

Human Guinea Pigs 

It takes about twelve years for every drug prescribed by a doctor to your medicine cabinet. Many drugs which 

start in the laboratory don't make it. In fact, only 1 in 5000 drugs get the green light for use by humans. And as 

may be expected, there are many stages during this lengthy process, one of which is the initial clinical trials. 

 

Enter the professional guinea pigs, or people who sell their bodies for drug research. During these clinical trials, 

a small number of perfectly healthy people take the newly developed drug for the first time. The pharmaceutical 

companies which develop the new drugs are able to identify safe amounts and possible side effects. Volunteers 

can earn several thousand dollars in just a few weeks, and so the pay is substantial. Even more money is 

possible when the risk increases. 

 

Some people become human guinea pigs because they cannot find alternative work. For example, people who 

have been imprisoned often find it difficult to work well-paying jobs, and so testing drugs proves a good source 

of supplemental income. A few test subjects cannot find gainful employment because of a weak economy. And 

others are lured by easy money without being forced to commit much of their time, which allows them to pursue 

other interests. 

 

Whatever the reason for testing drugs, the possibility of severe complications or even death should not be 

ignored. There exists real risk because no one exactly knows how the human body will react to the new drug, 

even if the risk is minimized as much as possible. In 2016, for example, five volunteers were hospitalized and 

one volunteer died during clinical trials in France. 

 

 

Teacher's Notes: 

 

* Underlined words in red typeface are the answers.
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the Article (for students)            

Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

pursue substantial minimized complications identify 

initial alternative gainful pharmaceutical process 

lured react hospitalized prescribed supplemental 

Human Guinea Pigs 

It takes about twelve years for every drug (a. _______________) by a doctor to your medicine cabinet. 

Many drugs which start in the laboratory don't make it. In fact, only 1 in 5000 drugs get the green light for 

use by humans. And as may be expected, there are many stages during this lengthy 

(b. _______________), one of which is the (c. _______________) clinical trials. 

 

Enter the professional guinea pigs, or people who sell their bodies for drug research. During these 

clinical trials, a small number of perfectly healthy people take the newly developed drug for the first time. 

The (d. _______________) companies which develop the new drugs are able to (e. _______________) 

safe amounts and possible side effects. Volunteers can earn several thousand dollars in just a few 

weeks, and so the pay is (f. _______________). Even more money is possible when the risk increases. 

 

Some people become human guinea pigs because they cannot find (g. _______________) work. For 

example, people who have been imprisoned often find it difficult to work well-paying jobs, and so testing 

drugs proves a good source of (h. _______________) income. A few test subjects cannot find 

(i. _______________) employment because of a weak economy. And others are (j. _______________) 

by easy money without being forced to commit much of their time, which allows them to 

(k. _______________) other interests. 

 

Whatever the reason for testing drugs, the possibility of severe (l. _______________) or even death 

should not be ignored. There exists real risk because no one exactly knows how the human body will 

(m. _______________) to the new drug, even if the risk is (n. _______________) as much as possible. 

In 2016, for example, five volunteers were (o. _______________) and one volunteer died during clinical 

trials in France. 
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STEP ONE            

Brainstorm: Brainstorm with a partner(s) words and ideas associated with "danger" for 2 minutes. Spend 

another 5 minutes or less discussing the words and ideas together. 

 

STEP TWO            

Vocabulary match: Individually or in pairs/groups, match the words in column A (from the article) with the best 

choice in column B. Use a dictionary for any words you don't know, but check your English-English dictionary. 

a. prescribe q. recognize 

b. initial r. problem 

c. identify s. profitable 

d. substantial t. select or use 

e. alternative u. extra 

f. supplement v. attract 

g. gainful w. sizable 

h. lure x. behave 

i. complication y. first 

j. react z. other 

 

STEP THREE            

Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

react initial gainful complications identify 

substantial lured alternative prescribed supplemental 

a. It takes about twelve years for every drug (                         ) by a doctor to your medicine cabinet. 

b. There are many stages during this lengthy process, one of which is the (                         ) clinical trials. 

c. The pharmaceutical companies are able to (                         ) safe amounts and possible side effects. 

d. Volunteers can earn several thousand dollars in just a few weeks, and so the pay is (                         ). 

e. Some people become human guinea pigs because they cannot find (                         ) work. 

f. Testing drugs proves a good source of (                         ) income. 

g. A few test subjects cannot find (                         ) employment because of a weak economy. 

h. And others are (                         ) by easy money without being forced to commit much of their time. 

i. The possibility of severe (                         ) or even death should not be ignored. 

j. There exists risk because no one knows how the human body will (                         ) to the new drug. 
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STEP FOUR            

The Article: 1) Read the article, but don't worry about the missing words. 2) Fill in the blanks with today's 

vocabulary, followed by all the other words. 3) Read the article again, and circle any unknown words/phrases. In 

pairs/groups, use your dictionaries to understand the words or phrases your circled. 4) Answer the questions to 

check your comprehension. 

a. How long does it take and what are the chances that a new drug will get approved? 

b. According to the article, what is a professional guinea pig? 

c. What are some reasons that people become human guinea pigs? 

d. Why is there always risk with these trials? 

e. Why does the article give an example about clinical trials in France? 

 

STEP FIVE            

Discuss: Write down five vocabulary words from today's article that you want to use. 

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

 

Now talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Every time you use a vocabulary word, place a check 

next to it. Try to use today's vocabulary as much as possible. 

a. What was your general impression after reading this article? 

b. What is the most dangerous thing you have ever done? Please explain. 

c. Have you ever thought your life was in jeopardy? If yes, what happened? 

d. Would you ever want to become a human guinea pig? Why/not? 

 

Score yourself: 

10 or more times:  Fantastic!  Be sure to review the words at home. 

6-9 times:  Pretty good! You're on your way to acquiring today's vocabulary. Try writing your own 

 sentences at home for additional practice. 

5 or less times:  Try harder next time! To acquire new vocabulary, you need to use the new words as much 
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 as possible. 
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